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Abstract: Antimony selenide (Sb2Se3) consists of one-dimensional ribbons that are van der Waals bonded
to each other. Due to its favorable optoelectronic properties, it is a promising material for solar energy
conversion. Owing to its narrow direct band gap and its high absorption coefficient it is an efficient
absorber for solar light. Besides, it is cheap, stable in harsh environments, and abundant with low
toxicity. For its use in solar devices, efficient transport of photoexcited charge carriers towards the active
interface and long lifetimes at sufficiently high energies are mandatory. Here time-resolved two-photon
photoemission experiments on the (100) surface of Sb2Se3 are presented. Data were taken along and
perpendicular to the direction of the one-dimensional ribbons in order to unravel the anisotropic lifetimes
and relaxation dynamics of photoexcited charge carriers. In both cases, various conduction bands could
be populated and within the first picosecond ultrafast scattering towards the lowest conduction band
was observed. Moreover, long lifetimes of up to 35 ps in the conduction band bottom at the surface
were obtained and no sign of trapping in defect states was found. These measurements shed light on
the relaxation and scattering of free carriers in Sb2Se3, which is the key for the design of Sb2Se3-based
electrodes.
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Antimony selenide (Sb2Se3) consists of one-dimensional ribbons that are van der Waals bonded to each other.
Due to its favorable optoelectronic properties, it is a promising material for solar energy conversion. Owing to
its narrow direct band gap and its high absorption coefficient it is an efficient absorber for solar light. Besides,
it is cheap, stable in harsh environments, and abundant with low toxicity. For its use in solar devices, efficient
transport of photoexcited charge carriers towards the active interface and long lifetimes at sufficiently high
energies are mandatory. Here time-resolved two-photon photoemission experiments on the (100) surface of
Sb2Se3 are presented. Data were taken along and perpendicular to the direction of the one-dimensional ribbons
in order to unravel the anisotropic lifetimes and relaxation dynamics of photoexcited charge carriers. In both
cases, various conduction bands could be populated and within the first picosecond ultrafast scattering towards
the lowest conduction band was observed. Moreover, long lifetimes of up to 35 ps in the conduction band bottom
at the surface were obtained and no sign of trapping in defect states was found. These measurements shed light

















The conversion and storage of solar energy is an important26
step towards sustainable energy production. In solar devices,27
light is absorbed in a semiconducting material leading to the28
generation of electron-hole pairs. These need to be separated29
and transferred to a specific region in the device before recom-30
bination occurs. At an interface, the chemical potentials of the31
adjacent materials equilibrate due to charge carrier diffusion32
across the interface. The accompanying electric built-in field33
is used to separate the photogenerated electron-hole pairs. In34
a photovoltaic cell, the charge carriers are transferred to an35
external circuit, while in a photoelectrochemical cell they are36
injected into an electrolyte. There they drive chemical redox37
reactions that store energy in chemical bonds, for instance via38
the production of hydrogen from water. These concepts are39
viable at the large scale if electrodes with high conversion effi-40
ciencies can be built from cheap, earth-abundant, and nontoxic41
materials that are stable under working conditions.42
A promising material for solar energy conversion is the43
p-type semiconductor antimony selenide (Sb2Se3). Due to its44
narrow band gap of 1.0 eV and its high absorption coefficient,45
it is a good absorber for solar light [1]. Besides, it shows low46
toxicity, and due to its binary composition, it can be synthe-47
sized at low temperature with a good control over its phase and48
stoichiometry [1]. It consists of one-dimensional covalently49
*Corresponding author: lisagrad@physik.uzh.ch
bonded (Sb4Se6)n ribbons which are in turn bonded by 50
weaker van der Waals forces [2–4]. The crystal structure with 51
the orthorhombic unit cell, the Brillouin zone and a light 52
microscope image of Sb2Se3 are depicted in Figs. 1(a)–1(c). 53
The strong structural anisotropy is also reflected in the optical 54
[5] and transport [6,7] properties of this material. Moreover, 55
the one-dimensional structure and the van der Waals bonding 56
make sure that the bonds at the grain boundaries are saturated 57
that reduces recombination losses [8]. 58
Sb2Se3 was first introduced to photovoltaics by Nair et al. 59
in 1999 [9]. Since then, the highest efficiencies of 9.2% 60
[10,11] were obtained in thin-film solar cells consisting of 61
Sb2Se3 nanorod arrays where the ribbon direction is normal 62
to the surface. This enables efficient charge carrier transport 63
along the ribbon direction and the nanostructured morphology 64
allows to match the nanorod length to the optical absorption 65
length while increasing massively the active surface area. 66
Additionally, the size of the nanostructures was matched to 67
the charge carrier diffusion length so that a large part of the 68
photogenerated charge carriers could be transferred to the 69
surface. The charge transfer across the junction could be im- 70
proved by a thin TiO2 interlayer that prevented the intermixing 71
of Sb2Se3 and a CdS buffer layer. Owing to such measures, 72
high photocurrents and good stability properties could be 73
achieved. Nevertheless, the efficiencies are still below those of 74
competing systems like hybrid organic-inorganic perovskite 75
solar cells [12,13] or Cu2O-based photocathodes for wa- 76
ter splitting [14,15], and the open circuit voltage is rather 77
low. 78
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FIG. 1. (a) Crystal structure of Sb2Se3 with the cleavage plane (orange dashed line) and the orthorhombic unit cell marked. The ribbons
run along b and are shown in cross-sectional view. Sb atoms are colored in brown and Se atoms in green. (b) Brillouin zone of Sb2Se3 with the
directions along ribbons (ŴY ) and across ribbons (ŴZ) indicated. (c) Light microscope image of the Sb2Se3 sample (brightness and contrast
processed). a denotes the surface normal, b the direction along, and c across the ribbons. (d) Schematic energy level diagram of Sb2Se3 and
principle of tr-2PPE. By absorption of a pump photon electrons are excited from the VB to the CB. The excited electrons are emitted by
absorption of a probe photon and can be detected according to energy and momentum. By applying a defined time delay between excitation
and emission, the relaxation processes can be investigated.
In order to identify losses that occur in Sb2Se3 photoelec-79
trodes the dynamics of charge carriers after photoexcitation80
need to be investigated. Efficient bulk-to-surface transport and81
charge injection into adjacent media have to take place be-82
fore recombination occurs. Furthermore, photoexcited charge83
carriers can be trapped in interfacial and bulk defects, which84
form states within the band gap. Such trapping dissipates an85
important part of the energy of the charge carriers and results86
in large photovoltage losses. Moreover, it strongly reduces the87
carrier mobilities because thermal-assisted hopping between88
equivalent defect sites is the only possible transport mecha-89
nism.90
In a recent study Yang et al. have investigated91
the charge carrier dynamics on nanostructured low-cost92
Sb2Se3/TiO2/RuOx photocathodes over the full pico- to mi-93
crosecond timescale [16]. Based on time-resolved terahertz94
spectroscopy measurements, a charge carrier relaxation within95
10–30 ps after optical excitation is reported. Due to the96
observed dependence of the decay time on the excitation97
density this could be attributed to an interaction between98
excited charge carriers. In time-resolved photoluminescence99
measurements, a nonradiative decay into defect states within100
τ1 ≈ 0.15 ns was observed. By means of intensity-modulated101
photocurrent and photovoltage spectroscopy the surface re-102
combination rate and the charge injection rate into the103
electrolyte were studied. Both of these factors could be im-104
proved when a RuOx co-catalyst layer was used, and the low105
photovoltages could be attributed to a sluggish charge transfer106
rather than to fast surface recombination.107
More recently, time-resolved terahertz and transient ab-108
sorption spectroscopy measurements were conducted on109
polycrystalline Sb2Se3 thin films in Ref. [17]. The authors110
observed nonthermalized electrons during the first 130 fs111
after photoexcitation, followed by hot-carrier cooling within112
the subsequent 350 fs. A decay of the conduction band113
population into bulk defects within 23 ps is reported, where 114
they have a long lifetime of 59 ns. Measurements for different 115
thin-film thicknesses showed that the relaxation of photoex- 116
cited charge carriers into defects is unaffected by the surface, 117
whereas the lifetime in defect states is determined by surface 118
recombination. Furthermore, the diffusion length for free and 119
trapped charge carriers were determined and it was found 120
that both carrier types contribute to the photocurrent. As a 121
consequence, the losses that occur on Sb2Se3 photoelectrodes 122
were attributed to charge carrier trapping in defect states. 123
However, these experiments provide no information about 124
the time-dependent energy and momentum distribution of 125
photoexcited charge carriers. Thus their time constants cannot 126
be attributed to distinct electronic states or transitions. In 127
addition, anisotropic phenomena due to the one-dimensional 128
ribbon structure of Sb2Se3 have not been investigated so far. 129
Moreover, in order to assess whether their results can be trans- 130
ferred to other Sb2Se3-based electrodes, the influence of the 131
nanostructured morphology, and the polycrystalline structure 132
on the charge carrier dynamics have to be addressed. 133
Time- and angle-resolved two-photon photoemission (tr- 134
2PPE) is an appropriate tool to investigate the charge carrier 135
dynamics in Sb2Se3 with momentum resolution. In this 136
surface-sensitive technique, absorption of a pump photon 137
leads to excitation of an electron from the valence band (VB) 138
to the conduction band (CB) from where it can be pho- 139
toemitted by a probe photon and detected according to energy 140
and momentum. In this way, the conduction band electronic 141
structure can be monitored. In addition, by applying a well 142
defined time delay between excitation and photoemission, the 143
relaxation dynamics of the excited states can be investigated 144
on a femto- to picosecond timescale. The principle of tr-2PPE 145
is shown in Fig. 1(d). It was already successfully applied to 146
study Cu2O photocathodes [18]. The probing depth of tr-2PPE 147
is much more shallow than the light absorption length and 148
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the depth of the surface depletion region. Thus the measured149
signal is a superposition of direct transitions within the near-150
surface region and the transport of charge carriers towards the151
surface due to the built-in field.152
Here tr-2PPE measurements are presented from the (100)153
surface of cleaved Sb2Se3 single crystals. Two distinct crystal-154
lographic directions along and perpendicular to the direction155
of the one-dimensional ribbons are compared, corresponding156
to ŴY and ŴZ , respectively. In this way, we are able to inves-157
tigate effects of the structural anisotropy on the unoccupied158
electronic structure and the charge carrier dynamics. In both159
cases, photoexcitation leads to the population of the same160
manifold of conduction bands. Within the first 600 fs scat-161
tering towards the lowest conduction band arises, followed by162
momentum scattering towards band minima along ŴY and ŴZ163
in the subsequent picosecond. At the band minima, rather long164
lifetimes of 25 and 35 ps were observed at ŴY and ŴZ , re-165
spectively. No evidence for charge carrier trapping in surface166
defect states was found. These results support the suitability167
of Sb2Se3 for solar energy conversion.168
II. EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL METHODS169
A. Crystal growth170
The Sb2Se3 single crystals were grown by a modified171
Bridgman technique [19]. High purity Sb and Se shots172
(99.999%) were sealed with correct stoichiometry in a quartz173
ampoule. The ampoule was heated to 850 ◦C in a furnace until174
the selenium vapour disappeared, which lasted around three175
days. Subsequently, the sample was cooled down slowly to176
450 ◦C and kept at this temperature for three days. Finally,177
the ampoule was quenched to room temperature in air. The178
phase purity and the cell parameters were checked by powder179
x-ray diffraction using a STOE STADIP diffractometer and180
Cu Kα1 radiation (λ = 1.54051 Å). The obtained crystals were181
cut in roughly 2 × 4 mm large pieces for the experiments. In182
Fig. 1(c), a light microscope image of a crystal is shown and183
the needle-like, brittle structure can be recognized. According184
to a combined STM, AFM, and LEED study [19] the ribbon185
direction was found to be perpendicular to the macroscopic186
needle direction. In reciprocal space, the direction along rib-187
bons corresponds to the ŴY direction while the ŴZ direction188
is perpendicular to the ribbons. In photoemission, the probing189
depth is rather short and therefore clean and well-defined sur-190
faces are required. In order to achieve this, the samples were191
cleaved in ultra-high vacuum (UHV) between (100) planes,192
which are only bonded by weak van der Waals forces, using193
a scotch tape [4,20]. The cleavage plane is indicated in the194
crystal structure in Fig. 1(a). By checking the residues on195
the tape it can be ensured that a closed layer was removed.196
All measurements were carried out at room temperature un-197
der UHV conditions at a base pressure below 5 × 10−10198
mbar.199
B. Experimental setup200
For the time-resolved photoemission experiments, a com-201
mercial mode-locked Ti:sapphire oscillator with a regener-202
ative pulse amplifier (Coherent Mira Seed and RegA9050)203
was used. This system emits ultrashort laser pulses with a204
pulse duration of about 50 fs full width at half maximum 205
and a pulse energy of 6 μJ with a tunable wavelength be- 206
tween 780-830 nm. The repetition rate was set to 100 kHz 207
and the wavelength to 830 nm for the measurements. In a 208
nonlinear β-barium borate (BBO) crystal, the fundamental 209
was frequency-doubled to 415 nm or 3.0 eV and split into a 210
pump and probe beam using a beamsplitter. While the pump 211
beam was guided over a computer-controlled delay stage the 212
probe beam was again frequency-doubled in a second BBO 213
crystal to 208 nm or 6.0 eV and the group velocity dispersion 214
was compensated in a CaF2 prism compressor. Both beams 215
were recombined by a dichroic mirror and focused collinearly 216
onto the sample in the UHV system. The 1/e2 waist of the 217
415 nm pump beam on the surface was determined on a 218
fluorescent yttrium-aluminium-garnet (YAG) sample with a 219
charge-coupled device (CCD) camera as 500 μm. The tem- 220
poral width of the cross-correlation function was measured 221
on a short-lived intermediate state (τ = 30 fs) on a unre- 222
constructed, clean Cu2O(111) single crystal as 90 fs full 223
width at half maximum. The polarization of the beams can 224
be adjusted with λ/2 waveplates. For the measurements the 225
electric field vector of the light was aligned either parallel or 226
perpendicular to the ribbon direction. Incident pump fluences 227
below max = 36 μJ/cm2 were used, which correspond to 228
excitation densities in the order of 2.1 × 1019 1/cm3 for an 229
optical absorption length of 16 nm and a reflectivity of 57% 230
[21]. The photoemitted electrons were detected according to 231
their kinetic energy and emission angle in a commercial hemi- 232
spherical electron energy analyzer (Specs Phoibos 100) with a 233
two-dimensional detector. The acceptance angle of the detec- 234
tor is ±15◦ [22]. An upper limit for the energy resolution was 235
determined by the full width at half maximum of the surface 236
state in the valence band spectrum of Ag(111) measured with 237
6 eV light as 65 meV. The sample was oriented in a way that 238
the ribbons are aligned either parallel or perpendicular to the 239
entrance plane of the detector, so that the band structure along 240
ŴY or ŴZ can be mapped, respectively. The Fermi level was 241
measured on a silver crystal. Due to the irregular structure of 242
the cleaved surface the angle of normal emission was deter- 243
mined at the apex of the secondary electron cut-off. For the 244
low pump fluences used, no time-dependent shift of the spec- 245
trum due to space charge or surface photovoltage effects was 246
observed. 247
The valence band spectrum was measured with a 248
monochromatic high harmonics generation (HHG) light 249
source with a photon energy of 15.5 eV. In this source, the 250
fundamental beam with a wavelength of 800 nm at a repetition 251
rate of 100 kHz is frequency doubled in a BBO crystal to 252
400 nm or 3.1 eV and focused into an argon-gas jet. In the 253
gas jet, the fifth harmonic of the driving laser frequency is 254
produced. The fundamental is blocked by a 200 nm indium 255
filter. The divergent beam is collimated by a spherical mirror 256
and focused onto the sample with a toroidal mirror [23]. 257
Because light in the extreme ultraviolet range below 200 nm 258
is absorbed in air the high harmonics generation and the beam 259
path towards the sample are in UHV at a base pressure below 260
5 × 10−9 mbar. The 1/e2 beam waist of the HHG source was 261
again determined on a fluorescent YAG sample as 220 μm 262
[23], which is smaller than the sizes of the samples and of the 263
pump beam. 264
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C. Computational details265
The electronic band structure of Sb2Se3 was calculated via266
the density functional theory, within the generalized gradient267
approximation (GGA) of the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE)268
realization [24], as implemented in the Vienna ab initio simu-269
lation package (VASP) [25,26]. The projector augmented wave270
(PAW) pseudopotentials were adopted for the calculation271
[27,28]. Electrons belonging to the outer atomic configuration272
were treated as valence electrons, here corresponding to five273
electrons in Sb (5s25p3) and six electrons in Se (4s24p4).274
The plane-wave cutoff energy was set to 500 eV. The Ŵ-275
centered k-point mesh of size 6 × 20 × 7 was used for the276
Brillouin-zone sampling. Spin-orbit coupling was included in277
our calculations.278
III. RESULTS279
A. Electronic valence band structure280
Angle-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy (ARPES) mea-281
surements were carried out in order to investigate the282
electronic valence band structure of a cleaved Sb2Se3(100)283
surface using the HHG light source with a photon energy284
of hν = 15.5 eV. The dispersion along the crystallographic285
directions along and across ribbons are compared, corre-286
sponding to ŴY and ŴZ in reciprocal space, respectively.287
The light was p-polarized and the parallel component of the288
electric field vector was aligned along the ribbons in the first289
case and perpendicular to the ribbons in the second case. The290
measured spectra integrated in momentum from 0–0.35 Å−1291
along the corresponding symmetry directions are shown to-292
gether with a detailed view on the valence band maximum293
(VBM) and the calculated band structure in Fig. 2. The294
VBM was found along ŴZ and the onset was determined as295
EVBM − EF = (−0.67 ± 0.10) eV with respect to the Fermi296
level EF . A shift of the onset for the spectrum along ŴY to-297
wards EV B,ŴY − EF = (−0.74 ± 0.10) eV was observed. The298
work function can be extracted from the center position of the299
rising edge of the low-energy secondary electron cutoff EOnset300
as  = hν − (EF − EOnset) = (4.57 ± 0.14) eV. These values301
are in good agreement with the calculated band structure,302
which is shown in Fig. 2(b), and previously published data303
[6,19]. Additionally, as already reported in the first ARPES304
study on crystalline Sb2Se3 [6], depending on the direction of305
the electric field vector with respect to the ribbon direction306
changes in the relative peak intensities in the VB spectra are307
observed.308
B. Tr-2PPE along ŴY and ŴZ309
In order to determine the conduction band electronic struc-310
ture and the relaxation dynamics of photoexcited charge311
carriers, time-resolved two-photon photoemission (tr-2PPE)312
experiments were performed. Electrons are excited from the313
VB to the CB by absorption of 3 eV pump photons from314
where they can be photoemitted by a 6 eV probe pulse. The315
two-dimensional electron detector allows the population in the316
lower conduction bands to be mapped within a momentum317
window of ±0.15 Å−1 either along ŴY or ŴZ for each time318
delay. The polarization of the pump light was adjusted in a319
way that the parallel component of the electric field vector320
FIG. 2. (a) Valence band spectra along ŴZ (dark-blue crosses)
and ŴY (light-green dots) measured with the HHG light source and
using a photon energy of 15.5 eV. A bias voltage of −5 V was applied
to the sample with respect to the analyzer. The spectra are integrated
from 0–0.35 Å−1 along the corresponding symmetry directions. The
inset shows a detailed view on the valence band onsets. The energy
positions of the onsets are indicated by linear fits. The electric field
vector of the light was aligned along the ribbons for the ŴY direction
and perpendicular to ribbons for the ŴZ direction. (b) First-principles
calculations of the band structure of Sb2Se3 along ŴY (parallel to the
ribbons) and ŴZ (perpendicular to the ribbons). The regions where
the valence band spectra in (a) were taken are marked as colored
boxes. Besides, the regions where the conduction band dynamics is
analyzed are marked as dashed boxes.
points always along the ribbon direction, more precisely it 321
was p-polarized in case of ŴY and s-polarized in case of 322
ŴZ . For the tr-2PPE data, the equilibrium energy distribution 323
was subtracted, which was obtained from the raw data by 324
averaging the data at negative time delays where the probe 325
pulse precedes the pump pulse. This correction allows to 326
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FIG. 3. (a) Energy distribution integrated from 0–0.10 Å−1 in ŴY direction. (b) Spectra taken at selected time delays integrated from
0–0.10 Å−1 in ŴY direction (red and pink dotted lines) and in ŴZ direction (blue symbols). The spectra along ŴZ were multiplied by a factor
of 4.5. (c) Nonintegrated spectra taken after 3 ps at 0.10 Å−1 from Ŵ towards Y at the local CBM (blue dots) and towards Z at the global
CBM (pink circles). Gaussian fits are superimposed to the measured data (black lines). [(d)–(f)] Intensities at selected energies Ei integrated
in the range of Ei ± 0.1 eV and in momentum from 0–0.10 Å−1 as a function of the time delay. Fit results according to rate equations are
superimposed (black dashed). The data were normalized to the maximum intensity. The time-dependent population in the local conduction
band minimum along ŴY and the global conduction band minimum along ŴZ are compared in (d) on a longer and in (e) on a short timescale.
In (e), the trace due to scattering from energetically higher states into the CBM is superimposed.
remove the structureless and delay-independent background327
signal of thermally excited electrons and makes the measured,328
pump-induced features better recognizable. The integration329
time for each data point was 50 s for the data along ŴY and330
5 s along ŴZ .331
The time-dependent energy distribution of photoexcited332
electrons in the CB along the ŴY direction is shown in333
Fig. 3(a), integrated in momentum from Ŵ up to 0.10 Å−1334
towards Y. For short time delays the occupation of several335
conduction band states is observed. Within less than 1 ps an336
ultrafast decay into the band minimum occurs, where the life-337
time increases to a few tens of picoseconds. Based on the spec-338
tra taken along ŴY and ŴZ at selected times after excitation,339
shown in Fig. 3(b), slightly anisotropic relaxation processes340
are recognizable. At the moment of excitation no difference341
between ŴY (dark-blue circles) and ŴZ (light pink dashed342
line) was found except for a smaller photoemission yield in343
the latter case. To take this into account, all spectra along344
ŴZ are multiplied by a factor of 4.5 so that the intensities345
of spectra at the moment of excitation are normalized. In346
both cases, conduction bands from about 1.0–2.7 eV above 347
the VBM are populated. Within the first 400 fs the highest 348
conduction bands decay completely into energetically lower 349
lying states where a strong increase in occupation can be 350
observed. There is a difference in the relative peak positions 351
and intensities in the spectra along and perpendicular to the 352
ribbon direction, with a lower total intensity along ŴZ . After 353
several picoseconds all electrons have accumulated in the 354
lowest conduction band and the energy position of the band 355
minima in both directions can be determined. Based on the 356
angle-resolved data shown in Fig. 4 the global conduction 357
band minimum (CBM) was found at about 0.1 Å−1 from Ŵ 358
towards Z and a local CBM at 0.1 Å−1 towards Y . The nonin- 359
tegrated spectra, which were taken at this positions after 3 ps 360
are shown in Fig. 3(c). The indirect band gap at room tempera- 361
ture can be determined by referencing the maximum position 362
of the peak along ŴZ to the VBM as Egap = 0.99 eV. The 363
VBM was found at 0.10 Å−1 away from Ŵ towards Z . This 364
shows that the offset between VBM and CBM is very small. 365
For the local CBM along ŴY , the energy difference in respect 366
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FIG. 4. (a) Energy and momentum distributions of photoexcited electrons in the conduction bands along ŴY and ŴZ at the moment of
excitation, after (b) 0.4 and (c) 5 ps. The differences in the relative intensities are due to transition matrix element effects. The calculated band
structure is superimposed for each time step. The symbols in (b) and (c) show the pathway of decaying electrons. (d) Normalized transient
electron population on a short and (e) on a longer timescale taken at the energy and momentum positions marked in (b) and (c).
to the VBM is slightly larger with ECBM,ŴY − EVBM = 1.07367
eV. The obtained band gap coincides well with values reported368
in literature [1] and the dispersion is in agreement with the369
calculated band structure, which is shown in Fig. 2(b).370
The intensities at arbitrarily chosen energies Ei integrated371
in the range of Ei ± 0.1 eV and in momentum from 0–0.10372
Å−1 along ŴY are plotted as a function of time delay in373
Figs. 3(d)–3(f). The related integration regions for each Ei374
are marked in the calculated band structure in Fig. 2(b). With375
decreasing energy a shift of the maximum position towards376
longer delays accompanied by an increase in temporal width377
is observed.378
A quantitative description of the time-dependent popu-379
lation can be achieved by applying rate equations to the380
occupations Ni in the related states at Ei for i = 1, 2, . . . , 8.381
By assuming that all states can be populated directly by the382
pump pulse at t = t0 and all energetically higher lying states383
Ek can decay into lower lying states at energies Ei for k < i384
































for i = 2, 3, . . . , 8. The lifetime of photoexcited electrons in 386
state Ei is denoted as τi and Ai means the number of electrons 387
excited by the pump pulse into this state. Bk,i describes the 388
fraction of electrons that decays from an energetically higher 389
lying state at Ek with a lifetime τk into the state i at Ei. Be- 390
sides, σL is the temporal width of the pump pulse, which was 391
determined from the fit of the energetically highest state at E1 392
and the obtained value of 70 fs was kept constant for all other 393
states. Consequently, the fitting parameters in Eq. (2) are Ai, 394
τi, and Bk,i. In order to reduce the number of fitting parame- 395
ters, just one state k was considered to decay into a state i. The 396
respective state k was chosen according to the best fit result. 397
Only for the state E7 at 1.4 eV it was necessary to consider 398
two states k in order to obtain a good fit result. Furthermore, 399
the intensity in the energy window E7 is modulated by the 400
high energy tail of window E8 comprising the intense CBM. 401
This was taken into account by subtracting the transient at E8 402
after proper scaling using a multiplication factor of 0.08. In 403
Figs. 3(d)–3(f), the fit results according to these rate equations 404
are superimposed as black dashed curves. It can be recognized 405
that the measured transients can be described rather well with 406
this model. 407
The population in the highest conduction bands E1 − E4 408
at E − EVBM = 2.6–2.0 eV decays fast within 110 fs. For the 409
energies E5 − E7 (E − EVBM = 1.8–1.4 eV), the lifetime is 410
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still rather short and increases with decreasing energy from411
about 200 to 300 fs. In the lowest CB a long lifetime of 25 ps412
was obtained. For the lower energies (E3−8), scattering from413
energetically higher states into these states has to be taken414
into account, whereas it is neglectable for E2. This leads to a415
time delayed rise of the population in the energetically lower416
states. It was found that for the lowest CB, scattering arises417
mostly from states around 1.4 eV. The corresponding source418
term is shown in Fig. 3(f) together with the transient of the419
lowest CB. The maximum population is reached well after the420
first picosecond, and only a small fraction of the population421
can be attributed to a direct excitation by the pump pulse.422
It can be recognized that all transients can be well described423
by the model, which just includes scattering events from one424
energetically higher state. Only for the transient at 1.4 eV425
scattering from two states had to be considered. No clear426
contribution of a transport of photoexcited charge carriers427
from the bulk to the surface due to the electric built-in field428
was observed in contrast to recent results obtained from Cu2O429
[18]. Within the band gap no evidence of surface defect states430
was found. Except for differences in the photoemission yield,431
no influence of the light polarization on the charge carrier432
dynamics was observed (data not shown).433
In order to investigate whether the anisotropic character of434
Sb2Se3 is also reflected in the charge carrier relaxation, the435
same measurement was carried out along ŴZ , corresponding436
to the direction perpendicular to the ribbons. In this case, the437
pump light was s-polarized, so that the parallel component of438
the electric field vector points again along the ribbon direc-439
tion. As a consequence, variations in the relative intensities440
can occur due to changes of the transition matrix elements,441
which can be observed in Fig. 3(b). For the relaxation of442
charge carriers in energetically higher conduction bands, no443
major differences between both directions were recognized.444
The lifetime in the highest states is also 110 fs and increases445
with decreasing energy to about 300 fs. At the global CBM,446
which was found at about 0.10 Å−1 along ŴZ , the longest447
lifetime of 35 ps was observed. This can be explained by448
the fact that for those electrons recombination is the only449
possible relaxation channel. In contrast to that, for electrons450
in the local and rather shallow minimum along ŴY either re-451
combination or scattering towards the global minimum is still452
possible and thus, the depopulation is faster. The time-delayed453
population of energetically lower lying states can again be454
explained by scattering from higher states into those states.455
For the CBM, the respective transients for both directions are456
compared in Figs. 3(e) and 3(f). The fit results based on rate457
equations are superimposed to the measured transients. It can458
be seen that the rise of the population in the lowest CB is459
rather similar for both directions. Finally, the only difference460
between the ŴY and the ŴZ directions found in our data is461
the slightly longer lifetime in the global CBM along the ŴZ462
direction.463
In Figs. 4(a)–4(c), the energy and momentum distribu-464
tion of photoexcited charge carriers along ŴY and ŴZ at the465
moment of excitation, after 0.4 and 5 ps are shown. The cal-466
culated band structure is superimposed to the measured data.467
The variations in the relative intensities for the two directions468
are due to different light polarizations. A good agreement469
between the calculated band structure and the measurements470
is observable and allows the reconstruction of the relaxation 471
pathways of excited charge carriers. At the moment of ex- 472
citation mostly energetically higher states around 2.0 eV are 473
occupied. Within the first hundreds of femtoseconds scattering 474
into energetically lower lying states leads to an accumulation 475
of the electrons in the lowest conduction bands. There, scat- 476
tering from Ŵ towards the local and global conduction band 477
minima occurs, which are located about 0.10 Å−1 along both, 478
ŴY and ŴZ . The time-dependent normalized populations at 479
four different energy and momentum locations are compared 480
on two different timescales in Figs. 4(d) and 4(e). The cor- 481
responding points are marked in Figs. 4(b) and 4(c). At Ŵ, 482
1.40 eV above the VBM, the maximum population due to 483
scattering is reached already 300 fs after excitation and a short 484
lifetime of about 300 fs is observed. At the lowest conduction 485
band at Ŵ the maximum population appears later, at about 486
600 fs after excitation, and it takes roughly 1 ps more until the 487
highest population in the local and global CBM is reached. 488
The lifetime of charge carriers in the lowest CB at Ŵ is 19 489
ps, which is slightly shorter than in the band minima along 490
ŴY and ŴZ . Again, the faster depopulation can be explained 491
by additional relaxation channels into the conduction band 492
minima. 493
IV. DISCUSSION 494
Time-resolved photoemission experiments were conducted 495
in order to investigate the electronic structure and the re- 496
laxation dynamics of photoexcited electrons in Sb2Se3(100). 497
The directions along and across ribbons, corresponding to 498
ŴY and ŴZ , respectively, are compared. In both cases, the 499
same conduction bands could be populated. The energetically 500
higher states decay fast in about 100–300 fs due to scattering 501
into energetically lower lying states. Within the first hundreds 502
of femtoseconds scattering towards the lowest conduction 503
band occurs, followed by momentum scattering towards the 504
band minima along ŴY and ŴZ in the subsequent picosecond. 505
There, rather long lifetimes of 25 and 35 ps are observed. In 506
our measurements, no evidence for trapping due to surface 507
defect states within the band gap was found. 508
The one-dimensional structure of Sb2Se3 is reflected in 509
anisotropic physical properties [1]. Therefore it would be 510
conceivable that the charge carrier dynamics show anisotropic 511
features as well. Nevertheless, almost no difference along ŴY 512
and ŴZ within the investigated region was observed. This 513
might be due to the fact that the electronic structure close to 514
the VBM is quite similar in both directions in the vicinity 515
of Ŵ. The lifetime in the global CBM along ŴZ is longer 516
than in the local and shallow minimum along ŴY . This can 517
be explained by an additional relaxation channel for elec- 518
trons in the local band minimum, which can either scatter 519
into the global CBM or recombine. However, for electrons 520
in the global minimum recombination is the only relaxation 521
channel possible and thus the lifetime is slightly longer. In 522
comparison to other semiconductors like silicon, where the lo- 523
cal conduction band minimum scatters within 180 fs towards 524
the global minimum [29], the intervalley scattering in Sb2Se3 525
seems negligible because the lifetimes in both minima are 526
similar. The deformation potential of polar semiconductors 527
like Sb2Se3 is in general larger than for silicon that should 528
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cause a faster intervalley scattering. Nevertheless, based on529
temperature-dependent terahertz spectroscopy measurements530
[30], it was observed that phonon-scattering related to a de-531
formation potential is unlikely in Sb2Se3. Besides, the energy532
difference between the two minima is quite small and at some533
point the scattering processes in both directions become simi-534
larly probable.535
For the use of Sb2Se3 in solar devices like in thin-film solar536
cells or photoelectrochemical cells, efficient charge carrier537
transport towards the surface or interface is mandatory. More-538
over, long lifetimes at sufficiently high energies are required in539
order to obtain high charge injection rates into adjacent media.540
In the presented tr-2PPE study, a long-living population in541
the CBM at the surface was observed. The measured decay542
constant of 35 ps is in agreement with the values obtained in543
time-resolved terahertz spectroscopy measurements on nanos-544
tructured Sb2Se3/TiO2/RuOx photocathodes in Ref. [16] or545
polycrystalline thin film samples in Ref. [17] at similar pump546
fluences. Furthermore, the decay constants of 100–300 fs for547
the energetically higher conduction bands are in agreement548
with the values reported in Ref. [17]. This suggests that neither549
the nanostructured morphology of the electrodes nor grain550
boundaries have a major influence on the lifetime of charge551
carriers in the CB. Owing to the high surface sensitivity, tr-552
2PPE probes the lifetime of photoexcited charge carriers near553
the surface, whereas in time-resolved terahertz spectroscopy a554
deep layer of the bulk sample is probed. The similarity of the555
results shows that the relaxation is nearly unaffected by sur-556
face defects and is determined by charge carrier interaction.557
This was already proposed in Ref. [17] where no dependence558
of the lifetime in the CB on the thickness of thin-film samples559
could be observed. Due to the higher time-resolution com-560
bined with the additional energy and momentum resolution561
in tr-2PPE, those decay constants can now be attributed to562
distinct electronic states and underlying relaxation processes563
can be fully characterized. Based on our analysis, no clear564
evidence for transport of excited charge carriers from the bulk565
towards the surface was found.566
In comparison to Cu2O, another promising material for567
solar energy conversion, these results show different bahavior.568
In Ref. [18], tr-2PPE measurements on Cu2O(111) single569
crystals are presented for different surface defect densities.570
In the case of a low defect density, the authors observed an571
efficient transport of photoexcited charge carriers in the CB572
from the bulk towards the surface, where relaxation with a573
decay constant of 20 ps takes place. By increasing the surface574
defect density, an efficient trapping in defect states is reported575
so that no population of the CB close to the surface could be576
observed and the spectra were dominated by long-lived defect577
states within the band gap. In contrast, in Sb2Se3 no clear578
contribution of charge carrier transport from the bulk towards579
the surface was found. This would cause a time-delayed pop-580
ulation of the investigated states close to the surface. Based581
on our analysis, the time-delayed population of energetically582
lower lying states could be well explained by scattering from583
higher states without the need to include an additional popula-584
tion due to transport. Furthermore, the decay of the conduction585
band population is exponential and considerably slower with586
a lifetime of 35 ps and no major influence of surface defects 587
was found. 588
Bulk and surface defects form states within the band gap of 589
a semiconductor and trapping in defect states reduces the mo- 590
bility of charge carriers because thermally activated hopping 591
between equivalent sites is the only transport mechanism pos- 592
sible. The defect states in Sb2Se3 were investigated by means 593
of deep-level transient spectroscopy (DLTS) measurements in 594
Ref. [31]. The authors observed mid-gap states and attributed 595
the low photovoltages to trapping of charge carriers in the 596
related defects. In addition, in Ref. [17], the diffusion length of 597
trapped charge carriers was determined and it was found that 598
these are also transported to the surface and contribute to the 599
photocurrent of the cell. According to first-principles calcula- 600
tions the most likely defects are cation-anion and anion-cation 601
antisites which form states at about 0.5 and 0.7 eV above the 602
VBM [32], in agreement with the energy positions found in 603
DLTS. Moreover, in one-dimensional systems and in materi- 604
als with a small elastic constant but strong electron-phonon 605
coupling a self-trapping mechanism is predicted [33]. Small 606
deformations of the lattice induced by the carriers themselves 607
may lead to local potential barriers, which can trap charge 608
carriers. Such a polaronic self-trapping mechanism was al- 609
ready considered in amorphous and crystalline Sb2S3 samples 610
in Ref. [34]. There, the authors observed such high densities 611
of defect states in their measurements, which exceeded the 612
intrinsic defect concentration by far, and they ascribed this 613
to the formation of additional defects by the self-trapping 614
mechanism. In Sb2Se3, also large defect concentrations were 615
found in Refs. [16,17] in fluence- and temperature-dependent 616
terahertz spectroscopy measurements, which clearly exceed 617
the intrinsic defect concentrations. Thus, also in Sb2Se3, self- 618
trapping might occur. Interestingly, no defect states were 619
observed in our tr-2PPE measurements. This might be due to 620
the low concentration of intrinsic defects combined with the 621
high surface sensitivity of this method since self-trapping is 622
only possible in the bulk and recombination occurs once the 623
self-trapped charge carriers reach the surface. 624
Summarizing, tr-2PPE measurements on the (100) surface 625
of cleaved Sb2Se3 crystals are presented. Due to photoexcita- 626
tion conduction bands up to 2.7 eV above the VBM can be 627
populated. Ultrafast decay into the lowest conduction band 628
occurs and the charge carriers accumulate in the band min- 629
ima, where they have long lifetimes of up to 35 ps, which is 630
almost twice as long as in Cu2O. On our high-quality single 631
crystalline samples defect scattering seems to be negligible. 632
Surprisingly, the anisotropic nature of Sb2Se3 has no strong 633
effects on the charge carrier dynamics. These findings should 634
contribute to a better understanding of this promising ma- 635
terial for solar energy applications and its behavior under 636
illumination. 637
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